
FBI related documents 

1. Interview with Dr. Goldberg. ... Interesting comments re: the = ——~ 

Commission and the secretiveness of the FBI and refusal to cooperate 

with the Commission. 

2. Reference to 1965 Act of Congress about making an attempt on the 

President a federal offense. . . some talk the FBI wanted to limit any 

investigation to the FBI. 

3. FBI doc. on FBI agents to Bethesda 

D./ SS and govt. protection of the president/and AF-1 Communications 

links 

1. Quinn doc. Military protection of pres. He cites only when Pres. Was on 

military base. 

2Super account of telecommunications between AF-1 and everything 

else... .Also notes the connection of Dallas police w/ military 

intelligence. .. 

3. Doug Horne re: edited AF-1 Tapes. Only 2 hrs of possible 8-9 hours still 

exist. 

4. Key SS docs that are now available and might be useful. 

5. Roger Fineman to SS Kelley ....He cites detailed stuff on AF-1 

communications from Manchester’s “Death of a President.” Review. . . 

6. Interview w/ John Marshall (he was SAIC of the Miami Office in 1963) 

Milteer case. | have filed with Milteer material. 

7. SS Report to Rowley on protection for JFK/Jackie at Orange Bowl on 

12/29p/’62 

8. Grant report to Rowley re: Pres. Trip to Chicago 3/23/’63 Precautions 

taken after threat by post card received. 

Grant was w/ JFK in Dallas. ... where was his experience w/ Chicago 

displayed. . .2???? We don’t see any Grant influence on the Dallas run. 

9. Useful reference to HSCA vols and pages dealing with SS testimony. *** 

Good idea to check vols cited.



10.Cites HSCA vol. 11 which raises all the right questions: why the Main- 

Houston-Elm St route, stripping away of the motorcycles, etc. ... These 

and more addressed in Volume 11. 

11.Article from Tampa Bay History on JFK’s Tampa trip in Nov. 

1963/modest and useful contrasts w/ the Dallas trip. Worth a review. 

12.Copy of HSCA on Winston G. Lawson. Notice he had military intelligence 

experience. Also connection here 

with Peter Dale Scott’s work with military connections with principles 

involved in the JFK Dallas trip. 

13.HSCA interview with Matineau (SS SAC of Chicago Office in 1963). He 

could not recall anything about Vallee 

Threats to JFK from Cubans. How convenient. 

14. Zimmerman note w/ ref. to Russell’s “The Man Who Knew Too Much” 

and his note that there were at least three “attempts” to kill JFK before 

Nov. 22. ***** Check with the book. Zimmerman suggests follow ups 

based on Russell’s assertion. 

15.Follow up on D 3 & D5 above on communications on 11/22 with AF #1 

AF #2 in the so-called “{Charlie Net). Did the ARRB ever get these tapes 

as they requested???? 

16.Comm. Exhibit 768 on report to Rowley on SS & Dallas trip . . nothing 

useful 

17.Threats to President , Dallas office, for 1963 all prior to JFK’s Dallas trip. 

18.SS doc. on its investigation of the presidential limo. .... after the 

assassination. Doc. is dated 11/22-11/23. Special attention to p. 3 where 

it notes a small hole in the windshield. ******* 

19.SS survey of the bldgs and roofs and overhangs, etc along the 14 block 

Parade TOUTE 

" 20.100X—Pres. Limo Taylor affidavit/ 11/27/’63 He notes a "Roteda.the 
\ ~..._ Windshield”. Then comes the retraction. - 

E. Separate category: SS lack of cooperation with NARA/destruction of records 

1. Zimmerman note on SS compliance.


